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Songs mashup maker app for android

Choose your tracks or playlists from millions of songs included in Pacemaker, and let our Artificial Intelligence DJ allow you to create a mix masterpiece. When you're done, share it with friends and a community of music lovers! Pacemaker provides an easy-to-use DJ app for all DJs, giving you instant
access to millions of tracks and a simple sync of your Spotify and Apple Music playlists. You can create mixes by selecting tracks for tracks or simply choosing a playlist and letting our AI DJ (Automix) create a perfect seamless blend for you. To edit your mix in detail, enter the studio: Zoom in and crop the
beginning and end of tracks, set the mix to more precise levels - phrase, bar and beat. Whether you want to remix your own music or mash up other folks, you can do it on the go with these five remix apps... DJStudio 5 This DJ app for Android lets you spin, mash up and remix your favorite tunes. It
provides two virtual turntables with a crossfader, skinnable tires, a scratch engine and disk physics for realistic scratches, and access to your music library. You'll also get built-in effects and three-band EQ, ten customizable test pads, supporting signaling, recording your performances with the built-in
recorder and automatic blending. You can share blends with SoundCloud, use the onboard visualiser, and it's also compatible with IK Multimedia's iRig Mix hardware. Its system requirements are pretty low too, so even if you're on an older device, you should be able to get the party started. Web
play.google.com Price Free Platform Android Nina Jamm This app from legendary record label Ninja Tune combines aspects of DJing, remixing and producing. You buy an audio package of your choice from your favorite artist and then use the device to remix it. Tap, tilt and shake to cut sounds or to
affect, glitch and mix them. You can throw in one-shot samples and upload your finished projects to SoundCloud. The best part is the material you're working with has come directly from artists like Coldcut, Bonobo and other respected Ninja Tune acts, so you can get really hands-on with their loops,
stems and samples. It's a really well designed app and has a more unique approach than just letting you cut up things that are already in your iTunes library. Web App Store Price Free (with in-app purchase) Platform iOS iMashup With this app you can mash up two tracks from your music library on your
iPad or iPhone. Using beat-matching technology it lets you make harmonic mashups without key clashes, create loops and copy and paste segments of a song to create brand new versions. You can adjust the volume of different elements of a track and also export WAV versions of the end results of the
end results back to iTunes or send them to Dropbox. It's easy to get a handle on and will make you search your music library to see numbers that work well together. Thanks to its clever features you will be able to do some awesome mashups. Web www.imashup.com Price $2.99 Platform iOS Novation
Novation The Launchpad app comes for free with eight ready-to-play sessions and additional audio packs and features such as audio import available as in-app purchases. For £4.99 it's worth unlocking audio import: you get an 8×6 grid for launching up to eight loops at once, a range of effects on the
iPad including repeater and synced filters, and on the iPhone there's filter, stuttering, gating and delay. You can perform, mix, match and trigger pace-synchronised loops and record your performance to share it online or internally in another app via Audiobus. You can also connect one of Novation's
controller devices for the full hands-on experience. Web uk.novationmusic.com Price Free Platforms iOS NI Tractor DJ When NI makes mobile apps it tends to do them really well. Tractor DJ for iPad and iPhone takes the essence of the much larger Tractor Pro software and places it in a touch



environment. The results are amazing: incredibly accurate beat detection and synchronization capabilities, slice freezing and easy library and playlist navigation. You get a lot of effects that can be controlled via integrated X/Y pads and it all feels really smooth. You don't have to be an experienced DJ to
give a great performance, and you can even record output as an audio file. Features like Superslicer mean it's not just for spinning tracks. Web www.native-instruments.com Price £2.99 Platform iOS Click here for the best mastering apps Click here for Overview Page Hey boys. Hello girls. Superstar
DJs? Here we go - on a touchscreen, rather than a set of physical tires. DJ apps can be a sensitive topic in dance circles, but they shouldn't be. Rather than posing a threat to the traditional, physical craft of professional DJing, they are more aimed at interested amateurs. People who want to experiment
with putting their own blends together, and maybe to the soundtrack odd house celebration or wedding reception. Pro DJs may get some use out of them, but their core audience is the rest of us. Here are seven worth a try. Prices are correct at the time of writing, with IAP indicating the use of in-app
purchases. PacemakeriOS (Free + IAP) Pacemaker. With its cheerfully neon graphics and simple controls, Pacemaker is the most accessible app for budding DJs. You can pull tracks in from your iTunes collection as well as the streaming service Spotify (if you're a subscriber), and then easily mix them
using the built-in sync feature. Additional effects, from loop and reverb to ChopChop and 8-bit can be purchased as in-app purchases. If you feel lazy (or want to dance) the app will also choose suitable tracks and mix them for you, too. djay 2Android/iOS (£2.99-£3.99 + IAP) djay 2. Developer algoriddim
is one of the longest established companies making DJing apps, and it shows in the latest version of its flagship software. djay 2 models themselves on a physical set of tires, and like the Pacemaker it works with your local collection as well with Spotify Premium. In the former case, you can also your
mixes for later listening and sharing. djay 2 is a good bridge between people who are just starting with DJing and those who want to play with more powerful features and sound effects – some of which are sold as in-app purchases. Serato PyroiOS (Free) Serato Pyro. Serato's reputation in DJ circles
comes from its pro software, but its Pyro app is aimed much more at music fans. It's another app that can pull songs from your iTunes and Spotify Premium collections, and once you've selected a few for your mix, the app will suggest others that it thinks will fit just fine. Pyro handles the mix for you and
will re-sort your playlist for smoother segues if you ask it to. It is an accessible way to prepare mixes for parties or events. edjing 5Android / iOS (Free + IAP) Edjing 5. Another well-established DJ app along with the djay series, and it has also gone through several versions to achieve its current, slick
incarnation. Edjing has some different sources too: in addition to the songs downloaded to your device, it can access music from streaming services SoundCloud and Deezer. Blending is simple, with tools to help newbies, and like rivals you can buy different effects and tools like in-app purchases. There
is also a useful recording feature. More experienced DJs may want to try the separate Edjing Pro app. djay ProiOS (£14.99 + IAP) djay Pro. Worth his own entry in this roundup, not least because djay Pro has just won an Apple Design Award, showing that Cupertino's app bosses hold it in high esteem.
That's because it's been highly optimized for the latest iPads, including iPad Pro, with all sorts of shortcuts for owners of the large tablet. Like the consumer version of djay, it supports iTunes and Spotify Premium for music, but the emphasis here is on pro features, from recording and sample packages to
its video features. Cross DJAndroid / iOS (Free + IAP) Cross DJ. This app creator, Mixvibes, is another veteran of the digital DJing scene, with its app a good free option, even if you don't want to spend money on the effects sold as in-app purchases. It can pull off your local music collection as well as
SoundCloud, with a good selection of mixing controls, plus an automatic option if you want to take a break. It's another in-app purchase, which is the ability to record and share non-SoundCloud blends - these features are £0.79 each - so you can build Cross DJ into a tool that suits your needs at relatively
little cost, or buy the separate Cross DJ Pro version instead. Tractor DJiOS (£7.99 + IAP) Tractor DJ. Finally, this is another app for more experienced DJs, from one of the best known companies – Native Instruments – in the DJing world. Tractor DJ drops the idea of virtual tires in favor of getting you
hands-on with the song's waveforms via some inventive multi-gesture control. It works with your iTunes library, with as much or as little help to mix as you need. It also plays fine other music apps on your device and can work with DJing hardware. A separate iPhone version is available. That's our choice.
Now tell us your thoughts. If you used some of the apps above, how did you find them and in what contexts have you used them? How would you like to see DJ apps evolve in the future? The comments box is open to your views. • Ten of the best music-making apps for beginners • Ten of the best music
apps for kids This article includes affiliate links, which means we can earn a small commission if a reader clicks through and makes a purchase. All our journalism is independent and is in no way influenced by any advertiser or commercial initiative. By clicking on an affiliate link, you agree that third-party
cookies will be set. More information. Information.
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